Enjoy Life, Stay Spotless!

Whether it’s dirty little hands, muddy paws or a spilled glass of wine, life’s everyday messes happen. **LiveSmart** fabrics resist the stains made by these everyday accidents. With their moisture repellency and stain resistance, **LiveSmart** fabrics keep your furniture looking and feeling as beautiful as the day you bought it.

**LiveSmart by Culp** is fabric for life’s unexpected moments.
With exceptional cleanability, LiveSmart fabrics let you relax

LiveSmart technology combines a performance fiber with a performance finish to give our fabrics inherent durability and longevity. Spills bead up, sitting on top of the fabric until they are gently blotted with a cloth for cleanup. From pets to kids, LiveSmart fabrics can handle whatever your life throws at them.

LiveSmart is:

- Moisture repellent
- Stain resistant
- Designed for heavy duty wear
- Barrier protection to keep your fabric clean
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